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Anyone who knows anything of the occult, after you look into it, just sees that the
enemy uses occult to the maximum against people; yet, prohibits anyone from
anything related to it.

The enemy, Islam, Christianity and Judaism, use the so called "Forbidden occult"
with a lot of semantics, pretending they are "not using it" or that "it's something
else",  while they read full-on discourses on the so called "Forbidden and will
certainly land you to eternal hellfire as claimed by the holy book" crafts.

Numerous people of  the enemy write whole books on Astrology,  Rabbis cast
natal charts, and I have even found certain exclusively jewish manuscripts which
basically analyze everything the Sexual Tantra does, which they use to achieve
their objectives.

Then they claim everyone who is a "witch" must be exterminated, of course, as
all they are doing isn't tantra, astrology, and magick, don't you dare say that.

In fact, "Witch" above means "The Goy" or the "Gentile" who is interested in any
of  this,  which is  liable  to extermination.  As for  the "pious ones",  they will  do
anything under the sun while claiming it's "evil" to do so [for the goy of course].

The Vatican itself is also doing everything of this nature, yet they tell everyone
else it's "Evil and it will land their soul to hell".

As their  lies  pile  higher  and higher,  they  also  tell  themselves  other  lies.  For
example, Christians keep telling themselves, like Muslims, that they have "Free
Will", while all philosophical systems of highest levels knew this is not so.

They like to think that they are free while they are enslaved,  a reality  that  is
clearly  not  the  case.  Astrology,  another  art  that  they  forbid  yet  practice
incessantly, would be testament to this end.

The above is nothing else but what they do with money, such as saying it is "Evil"
while the "Pope" sits on a golden giant throne, or even daring to go as far as to
call everything spiritual a "superstition" as many jews are doing in universities,
while they wear the Yarmulke hat, which is essentially the tribal token of spiritual
judaism.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=79542


After they give a long speech on why all of this is nonsense, then they go to their
house or synagogue and congregation to participate in what "Doesn't exist" with
great piousness, such as chanting the Torah and so on, they are busy writing to
you on twitter to not be bigoted racists because how could you even think this is
a racial conspiracy or any other conspiracy going on in this world.

Because, as we all know, it doesn't exist, don't we all know what? It doesn't exist
to the extent that if you keep mentioning it does exist, certain people [because, of
course, it doesn't  exist] will  activate like borgs to put you in your place, like it
happened with Kanye. That's how much it doesn't exist.

Islam,  in  particular,  is  also  heavily  infested  with  the  most  evil  and  nefarious
magick gimmicks of the lower levels known to man. I have never seen a stupider
and lesser system than the Islamic one, and it's fit to use for pigs only. Islamic
"spell-casters" are also busy doing business in "Allah's name" over in the Middle
East, despite all of this "Being forbidden" in Islam, which the "All-powerful allah"
clearly turns a blind eye to.

As  one  can  see,  these  people  are  living  a  life  of  hypocrisy,  lies  and
contradictions,  but  they  are  also  drunk  on  the  power  of  the  lies  that  they
consume.

When people do not "comply" with Christianity or Islam, we know the infamous "I
will pray for you", which is a code word for how they will psychically try to coerce
you to become a Christian.

As they all do not have any power, they cannot do much or anything at all, yet
they  try  this  anyway.  Nobody  sits  there  for  one second  to  think,  why  is  this
"praying" necessary to at all costs accept a jew named "Jesus"? Why is this even
a thing in  this  world? Why no other  cultures  of  the past  obsessively  tried to
convert people through the actions of beheading or eternal hellfire? While on top
of it claiming this has to do with "God's love" at the same time?

Needless to say, the enemy is the hypocrite of hypocrites. Everyone who follows
them is likewise very much a hypocrite. And the Truth of the highest aspirations
will not be handed by the entities in control of the universe to those who are such
hypocrites and foul creatures.

Human beings for centuries have wasted their time just being on their knees for
these  foul  systems,  which  teach  no  science,  spiritual  or  material,  and  turn
humans into animals. As one can understand, humanity was made to eventually
escape the animal level, not to be eternally into it.



The people who propagate this fall,  such as those who forbid spirituality,  are
propagating their own damnation by opposing evil to this plan of the Gods.

No  wonder,  these  "mainstream"  religions  are  gathering  their  pieces  and  are
carriers and heralds of great transgressions, which they prolong and extend the
suffering of their own devotees by telling them the foulest of lies such as that
spirituality, meditation, or inner knowledge should be "forbidden". 
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